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Behind the Jargon

Moral Hazard
Deborah Stone
Dartmouth College

Moral hazard is the foundational idea of health economics, and it has been
extremely influential in shaping American health policy. Here’s the idea:
when people have health insurance, they use more medical care than they
would without insurance. They use more care because insurance lowers
their cost. In a sense, moral hazard is just the law of supply and demand
applied to medical care: when price goes down, demand goes up.
Proponents of the concept believe (or at least claim) that moral hazard
is a technical term. “The problem of ‘moral hazard’ in insurance has, in
fact, little to do with morality but can be analyzed with orthodox economic tools,” wrote Mark Pauly in his classic 1968 article, “The Economics of Moral Hazard” (Pauly 1968). But for a technical term, moral hazard
does Herculean moral and ideological work. Indeed, Pauly’s objective in
that article was to refute Kenneth Arrow’s much discussed and highly persuasive argument for social insurance (see Arrow 1963). Pauly explicitly
used the concept of moral hazard and the scientific-technical authority
of economics to undermine the case for social health insurance in an era
when the political demand for it was resurgent.
By now, Pauly’s political use of moral hazard has evolved into the most
powerful narrative in American health policy. Moral hazard transforms
health insurance from a social hero into a social villain. It transforms
the social safety net from a mode of security against danger to the very
danger itself. And it transforms the question of whether social insurance
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is desirable from an issue for democratic political debate — as it is in most
countries — to an issue properly left to a technical elite.
Despite any claims that moral hazard “has little to do with morality,”
the word moral isn’t in the name for nothing. As Tom Baker has shown in
his marvelous history of the idea (see Baker 1996), the concept originated
in moral judgments about individual behavior. In nineteenth-century Britain, fire, marine, and life insurers were obsessed with investigating applicant characteristics that might lead them to cheat insurers once they were
insured. Did applicants have “good habits”? Were they careful or careless?
Were they financially stable or “pecuniarily embarrassed”? Were they
peaceable or quarrelsome? The overall message of early writing on moral
hazard was that insurance could tempt immoral people into immoral and
even criminal behavior.
Much American writing about health insurance from the 1930s onward
exhibited equal suspicion of insured people and explicitly linked coverage
to immoral behavior (Jost 2007: 70 – 73). For example, among the causes
of “overutilization,” which one insurance analyst dubbed “a euphemism
for moral hazard,” was “deliberate malingering”: “the patient deliberately
fakes or exaggerates a claim,” motivated perhaps by the chance “to get rest
in the comparative luxury of a hospital bed” or “a free baby-sitter” (Dickerson 1959: 65).1 As Blue Shield and commercial medical insurance grew,
insurance officials characterized moral hazard with examples such as “the
cold in the head, and you can get your nose probed out or something” and
“the guy who goes into the doctor’s office and says, ‘I need an x-ray doctor.’ ‘Why?’ ‘I got insurance’ ” (Hoffman 2006: 505 – 506).
Today, moral hazard still carries strong implications of immorality.
Insurance, by lowering the price of medical care, induces people to get
something good for themselves without having to pay its full cost. Knowing they are insured, they use medical care they wouldn’t use if they had to
pay the full cost. When insured people make such decisions, they act selfishly, without regard to the effect of their behavior on others — especially
on taxpayers in the case of social insurance. In the moral lingo of today,
they fail to take personal responsibility.
If we spell out the moral hazard theory more explicitly, it suggests that
sick people take advantage of insurance to gain admission to hospitals,
1. Unlike most contemporary writers on moral hazard, O. D. Dickerson was an equal opportunity moral finger-pointer. He identified insurance – induced immoral behavior of physicians,
hospital administrators, and insurers, as well as patients. He noted that doctors sometimes
manipulated diagnoses or hospitalized patients unnecessarily to ensure that a procedure would
be covered by insurance: “Unrealistic [insurance policy] exclusions may actually contribute to
falsification of facts on the part of the patient and physician” (Dickerson 1959, 67).
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wangle prescriptions for expensive drugs, and get procedures they didn’t
really need. Invocations of moral hazard rarely get this explicit, but the
theory doesn’t make sense without assuming that people’s boundless
desires to use health care are limited mainly by their ability pay. And this
assumption doesn’t accord with common sense. Most people confronting
most medical procedures regard medical care as a “consumption bad,”
not a consumption good. No one wants to receive chemotherapy, have
a colonoscopy, or move into a nursing home. People don’t get a burning
desire to use medical care unless they get sick or injured. As John Nyman
asked in this journal, “What healthy person would purchase a coronary
bypass procedure, a leg amputation, or a liver transplant just because the
price has fallen to zero?” (Nyman 2007: 766).
Nevertheless, proponents of moral hazard use this theory about how
insurance affects individual behavior to prove — or rather justify — a
political viewpoint about public policy. Here is how the moral hazard
argument makes the normative leap from individual behavior to policy
prescription: because health insurance induces people to use more medical care than they need or can afford, health insurance leads to waste of
social resources. With scarce resources gone to waste, society as a whole
is worse off with insurance than without it. Therefore, we should not
expand insurance and we should put limits on the insurance that already
exists. The lesson for public policy is that society is better off with less
insurance — or “less is more” (Baker 1996: 238).2
Opponents of social insurance use moral hazard to undermine political
support for new programs and to undermine the capacity of existing programs to function as insurance. Each time a proposal for expanded insurance moves onto the public agenda — Medicare drug benefits, long-term
care insurance, children’s health insurance, better coverage for the disabled, and especially proposals for universal coverage — opponents invoke
moral hazard as a natural and inevitable phenomenon that will make the
proposed new program grow uncontrollably and allow its beneficiaries to
extract resources from everyone else. Therefore (the argument goes), the
supposed benefits of more insurance are illusory. Less is more.
For people without insurance, less is not more. The uninsured do not
receive preventive care, medical treatment, and drugs that doctors consider necessary and even critical for their health (Woolhandler and Himmelstein 1988; Spillman 1992; Committee on Consequence of Uninsur2. Tom Baker got this wonderful slogan from an op-ed piece about welfare reform in 1996:
“What moral hazard means is that, if you cushion the consequences of bad behavior, then you
encourage that bad behavior. The lesson of moral hazard is that less is more” (1996: 238).
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ance 2002). For the uninsured, cost indeed may be the factor that tips the
decision of whether to use medical care. In fact, we know from studies of
the uninsured that cost, relative to budgets, is the single biggest determinant of their decision not to use medical care they know they need and
wish they could have (Sered and Fernandopulle 2005; Angel, Lein, and
Henrici 2006).
To protect society from overuse of existing insurance programs, the
moral hazard theory prescribes greater patient cost sharing. If people have
to pay hard money every time they use medical care, they will be forced
to consider how much they value each item of care — and they will act
more responsibly, buying only what they truly need and can afford. For
example (and one could find hundreds), during the 2009 reform debates,
the National Journal praised a proposal to increase cost sharing in Medicare, describing the proposed strategy as “one of the few guaranteed ways
to rein in federal health care spending.” Why would cost-sharing be so
effective? “Forced to cover more of their medical bills, the [Congressional
Budget Office] expects Medicare beneficiaries would wait an extra day to
get that sore throat checked out” (Herbert 2009).
Cost sharing sounds like it’s merely tinkering with insurance by adjusting incentives, but in fact it strikes at the heart of insurance’s fundamental purpose — to make access to care independent of ability to pay. Cost
sharing reduces access to medically necessary care among people who
do have insurance. Cost sharing reduces use of preventive medical care,
such as Pap smears and mammography (see Lurie et al. 1987; Blustein
1995). High deductibles make people more likely to delay or avoid getting care because they are worried about costs, and this problem is most
severe for people who have chronic illnesses or who are in poor health
(see Frostin and Collins 2006). Cost sharing for prescription drugs lowers adherence to drug regimens. It leads people to refill prescriptions
sporadically — only when they can afford the co-payments — and sometimes to discontinue drugs altogether. Again, the impact is greatest for
people with chronic illnesses (Gibson, Ozminkowski, and Goetzel 2005;
Goldman, Joyce, and Zheng 2007). And, not surprisingly, cost sharing has
its strongest impacts on people with low incomes, who also tend to have
more illness and greater need for care (Lohr et al. 1986).3 In short, within

3. Elsewhere in this issue, Brendan Saloner and Norman Daniels use hypothetical scenarios
to demonstrate how cost-sharing requirements in the 2010 Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act will reduce access to medical care among the most economically and medically needy
(Saloner and Daniels 2011).
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an insured population, cost sharing redistributes medical care back in the
direction of ability to pay.
Cost sharing not only reverses the goal of insurance, it reverses insurance’s method for distributing care according to need — risk pooling and
community rating. In community rating, members of a community pay
premiums that are unrelated to their health status or how much medical
care they use. The healthy subsidize the sick. Health insurance in the
United States has long been undermined by actuarial rating (see Stone
1993). Under actuarial rating, insurers set premiums according to people’s
risk of illness and their past and likely future need for medical care. The
sicker beneficiaries are or the more likely to need medical care, the more
they must pay for insurance.
Political debate in the 2009 reform largely focused on actuarial rating, and especially on preexisting condition exclusions. Meanwhile, under
the persuasive aura of moral hazard theory, the impact of cost sharing
on people with insurance has managed to escape intense political ire.
Yet cost sharing targets sick people far more effectively than actuarial
rating because cost sharing comes into play only at the moment when a
person seeks medical care or drugs. Actuarial rating requires insurers to
gather health information and make predictions. By contrast, cost sharing
relies on sick people to come forward and declare their need for medical
care. Thus expanded cost sharing in last three decades has exacerbated
the impact of actuarial rating and further undermined health insurance’s
purpose.
Moral hazard makes the case against health insurance by blaming sick
people for excessive, imprudent, or selfish use of medical care. Meanwhile,
one of the most powerful and cited bodies of research — the Dartmouth
studies of geographic variations in health care expenditures — demonstrates that doctors, far more than patients, determine who uses what kinds
of care.4 In studies of Medicare patients, John Wennberg and his colleagues
have shown that despite having the same insurance coverage across the
entire country, and therefore presumably the same moral hazard influences, Medicare patients’ use of tests and procedures varies enormously
from one metropolitan area to the next — sometimes as much as a tenfold
difference from one area to another (see Wennberg and Gittelsohn 1973;
Welch et al. 1993). (In fact, the Dartmouth work ought to make us con4. My position as a research professor is in the Department of Government at Dartmouth
College, and I have no affiliation with the group that studies geographic variations in the Dartmouth Medical School and the Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice.
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sider how the usual language of health economics — “patients use medical care” — practically builds in the assumption of moral hazard.) What
explains this geographic variation is not patients’ characteristics or their
economic preferences, but doctors’ decisions. Doctors decide whether to
order diagnostic tests and which ones to order, whether to admit patients
to a hospital, and what services to order once patients are in bed.
The Dartmouth research actually confirms another piece of common
sense that the moral hazard theory gets seriously wrong. When people
become sick or injured, before they can use most other medical care, they
consult a doctor. Doctors inform them about tests and treatments and
almost always advise them with recommendations. Except for the first
doctor visit, then, doctors are far more important than patients in determining what medical care patients use. Yet despite overwhelmingly strong
evidence that providers generate the bulk of medical expenditures, public
policy has focused far more effort on curbing patients’ decisions to use
care by reducing insurance coverage.
Turning our attention back to providers, why do doctors in some regions
test, treat, and prescribe much more than doctors in other regions, for a
population of patients that is similarly insured? One answer, the one the
Dartmouth school of thought leans toward, has to do with “professional
uncertainty.” When there is strong scientific consensus on appropriate use
of tests and procedures, there is little variation in doctors’ decisions; when
there is low consensus and room for discretion, that’s when high variation
occurs (see Wennberg, Barnes, and Zubkoff 1982; Welch et al. 1993; Birkmeyer et al. 1998; Sirovich et al. 2008). But this distinction still doesn’t
tell us what makes some doctors test, treat, and prescribe much more than
others when the science is uncertain.
When Atul Gwande tried to find out why the town of McAllen, Texas,
sits second from the top (just under Miami) on the Dartmouth list for
Medicare expenditures per beneficiary, the people he interviewed pointed
to something else: “the culture of money” (Gwande 2009: 41). In areas
with a high proportion of doctor-owned medical facilities, Gwande concluded, Medicare patients “use” much more medical care. This finding
shouldn’t be surprising, either. As study after study confirms, when doctors own equity in medical facilities or equipment, their referral for those
services goes up (see Rodwin 1993).5 One early study of medical imaging
found that physicians who had imaging equipment in their own offices
“obtained imaging examinations” four to four-and-a-half times more often
5. See especially ch. 1, n. 47, of Rodwin 1993 for a long list.
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than those who had to refer patients to an outside radiologist (see Hillman et al. 1990). (Note the language here and its assumption about who’s
“using” medical care.) Marc Rodwin examined Securities and Exchange
Commission filings for new doctor-owned medical facilities and found
that revenue and profit projections were often based on referral quotas
written into doctors’ contracts (see Rodwin 1993). The culture of money
was that blatant.
There moral hazard sits, big as a bull’s-eye, smack dab in the middle
of one of the most trumpeted bodies of health policy research. Gwande
(2009: 41) puts it bluntly: “Then there are physicians who see their practice primarily as a revenue stream.” A recent Dartmouth study phrased
it much more gingerly: “It is possible, indeed likely, that physicians in
the U.S. fee-for-service environment adapt their practice style to maintain
their incomes in response to local market forces.” (Sirovich et al. 2008:
821).
The “culture of money” in medical practice would seem to be as good
a definition of moral hazard as one might want. The label and its theory
might also apply to the pharmaceutical-company – doctor – medical-school
nexus that leads people to “use” so many marginally effective but exorbitantly expensive drugs (see Angell 2004, 2010). Moral hazard might also
apply to the medical-imaging juggernaut composed of device manufacturers, doctor-owners (again), and medical specialty societies who virtually
force Medicare and other insurers to cover unproven technologies.
To be sure, the culture of money among providers has its strong and
vocal critics (for criticism see Angell 2004; Abramson 2004; Kassirer
2005; Relman 2007; Rodwin 2011). Somehow, though, in mainstream
policy discourse and especially among conservatives, the moral judgment
of moral hazard virtually always targets patients. Self-interested behavior
of medical providers earns more genteel names, such as conflict of interest, self-referral, financial incentives, profit motive, or, as one defender of
for-profit medicine told Gwande, “entrepreneurial spirit” (2009: 41). The
Dartmouth school and the medical establishment shy away from looking
too hard at financial motivation, instead highlighting imperfect science
as the cause of excessive medical care. With that diagnosis, the obvious
treatment is more research to establish evidence-based criteria for clinical
decision making and dissemination of the research to doctors (see Wenn
berg, Barnes, and Zubkoff 1982; Wennberg 1986; Epstein 2010). More
research doesn’t threaten the medical profession or any of its associated
industries in the slightest — research only stimulates demand and justification for medical care.
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And here we come to another reason why the moral hazard theory makes
little sense. Through taxes and charitable donations, Americans fund
medical research lavishly. Of the $94 billion spent on medical research
in 2003, 43 percent came from government and private foundations and
charities.6 Public support for spending on medical research is generally
extremely high — consistently around 80 percent. More than half — 55
percent — of Americans think more should be spent on research, and twothirds are willing to pay $1 more per week in taxes for medical research
(Wolley and Propst 2005). As a society, we fund research so heavily
because we believe that medicine contributes to human welfare, because
research has had demonstrable and sometimes dramatic successes, and,
most of all, because we need hope. Presumably, we wouldn’t invest so
much in research if we didn’t think people should use the medical care
that results. Are people immoral when they seek to benefit from medical
advances funded in large part by their own contributions, publicized by
media, and offered by their doctors?
Moral hazard is potent rhetoric. Many behaviors and policies might
deserve its name and its call to action. If I had to choose the most important, it would be this: moral hazard is the danger that as a society, we walk
by injured people on the side of the road and don’t stop to help them. Alas,
that is precisely what the moral hazard theory prescribes. In that light, the
triumph of the Affordable Health Care and Patient Protection Act of 2009
is its rejection of both parts of the moral hazard prescription. On paper at
least, it expands insurance to more people, and it reins in cost sharing. The
legislation may not succeed, but let’s chalk it up as a moral victory.
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